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OFFICIAL NOTICES
PRODUCT

COPYRIGHT

The software, F'ontPOWER, and this manual describing said software are copyrighted by
DIGITAL EXPRESS, 1987. All rights are reserved. Except for archival (personal library) use, the
software and/or this manual aay not, in whole or in part, be stored in any retrieval system, or
tranS11itted in any for• or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording, or
otherwise without the express written permission of DIGITAL EXPRESS. Be advised that it is
illegal to distribute any copies of this software to unlicensed users by sale, trade, or
gift. By lnited States Copyright Law (TITLE 17, USC), unauthorized reproduction and/ or sales
■ay result in iaprisoninent of up to one year and fines of up to Sl0,000 (17 USC 506), Copyright
infringers uy al so be subject to ci vi 1 1iabi li ties.

PUBLIC

DOHRZH

FILES

The three high re!SOlution shape tables included with t.his software are hereby donated to the
public d011ain. Copyright protections do NOT apply to public domain files. These three files are
nued 1 S11, shp 1 , 'IIKl , shp", and "lg.shp". The files named "32-40-1 . 0" and 32-40-3.3" are also
public douin donations by DIGITAL EXPRESS.

THE

FONT

FILES

rontPOWER includes eight files containing bit - mapped font designs.
These files ARE
copyrighted. However, DIGITAL EXPRESS will permit you to include any of these font files in your
c0111111ercial software provided that you include a statement with your software stating the DISITAL
EXPRESS copyright.
These eight files are named "bold, fnt", "cory. fnt•, "italic. fnt,
"111icro. fnt ■, "roman. fnt•, "script. fnt•, •symbol. fnt", and "thin, fnt" .

DZSCL;QZHER
DIGITAL EXPRESS has exercised due care in the preparation of this software instruction manual and
the prografllS which it describes. No warranty, either express or icnplied, is given as to the
accuracy or suitability of the software or this manual for a particular purpose and DIGITAL
EXPRESS shall not assume any liabi 1 it ies for consequential or inconsequential damages arising as
a result of using the software or interpreting the documentation.

-

STORRGE

Jl<f.':J<:. .. -

MEDIUM

URRRhNTY

DIGITAL EXPRESS warrants to the purchaser of this product that the storage medium is free from
defective materials and workmanship. If the original storage medium (digital data pack or disk)
fails to function properly, it wi 11 be repaired or replaced if returned to the foll owing address:

DIGITAL EXPRESS
P.O. Box 37
Oak Hill, WV 25901

RLTERHRTE COPYRIGHTS
RHD TRADEMARKS
The SmartBASIC interpreter is copyrighted by Lazer Microsystems, 1983. ColecoVision is a
registered trademark and ADAM, Smart BASIC, and SmartWr i ter are trademarks of Coleco Industries.

SPECihL

THhHKS

DIGITAL EXPRESS thanks Peter and Ben Hinkle, who introduced the concept of customized fonts to
ADAM in their informative book, The Hacker's Guide To ADAM, Volume One. DIGITAL EXPRESS also
thanks the Hinkles for introducing the concept of using a 40 column TEXT screen with Smart BASIC
V1.0 in their sequel book, The Hacker's Guide to ADAM, Volume Two.
DIGITAL EXPRESS thanks Guy Cousineau for developing and donating the high resolution shape table
which we have entitled •1g.shp".

§§§§§§§
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GETTING STARTED
HHAT

YOU

HILL

HEED

§ You wi 11 need Mi ADAMT" coaiputer with a •revision so• •e110ry console, To verify your revhion
of the 11e110ry console, si11ply press the •R• letter key while holding down the CONTROL key in
the •Et..ECTRONIC TYPEWRITER NODE",

§

You will need revision 79 SlllartBASIC Vl.O, To verify your version of the interpreter, enter

PRINT PEEK (259) after loading S.artBASIC.
§

You wi 11 need a TV or monitor, preferably col or.

LOADING

Fon~POHER

The FontPOWER electronic storage llediu11 includes a nulllher of files. The priaary progra• has the
saiae nae as th1!'package title, FontPOWER. Before you can use the prograa, you 11t.1st transfer it
froa the data pack or disk into ADAM's memory. This is called loading or booting the
prograa, Once the program is loaded, it will stay in HlDOry until you choose to exit to
S11artWriter, press Coniputer Reset, or power down the system. Refer to the following diagra• for
loading fontPOWER froa a digital data pack; refer to your disk drive operator's •anual for
la.ding froa a disk •

...

...

-'

·- - -··- - -- · ·-

,

1111111111
POWER SWITCH

- -· - ·-

----..__:____

INSERT DIGITAL DATA PACK

COMPUTER RESET BUTTON

DO NOT REMOVE DATA PACK WHILE THE DRIVE IS OPERATING!

DO NOT TURN POWER ON OR OFF WHEN A DATA PACK IS IN THE DRIVE!
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HERE'S HOW TO LOAD rontPOWER INTO ADAM's MEMORY

ADAN on

1.

Turn

2.

Turn on your TV or 11100itor.

3.

If you have disk drives, turn the power on to them.

4.

Insert the FontPOWER

5.

Close the drive door.

(by pressing the power switch located 00 the back of the ADAM printer).

medillll into one of the drives.

Now,

press COlllf)uter Reset.

6,

Within a ftN seconds a graphic title screen wi 11 appear and ADAM wi 11 play a very short sound
effect. Then, the aessage •standby• will be displayed. A few seconds later, you'll see six
SurtKEYs with descriptive labels, at the bottom of the screen.

THE

F~~~POHER

FILES

The FontPOWER electronic storage medium contains a number of files .
describes each one.

The following list

THE PRIMARY PROGRAM

rontPOWER: This is a very user friendly utility for designing your own font sets for use
with ADAM in S.artBASIC or machine language programs. The program is enhanced with sophisticated
graphics and sound effects.
T>E BIT-MAPPED FONT SETS
These eight files were created with the f"ontPOWER utility. Each one generates a distinctive set
of fonts.

bold.fnt
cory. fnt
italic . fnt
micro. fnt

roman.fnt
script.fnt
symbol.fnt
thin.fnt
THE HI-RES SHAPE TABLES

These three public domain files allow you to insert text on HGR or HGR2 screens. With these you
have the option to use SmartBASIC's (1.0 or 2.0) powerful shape table commands, ROT (rotate
shape) and SCALE (change shape size).

sm.shp
md.shp
lg.shp
ASSORTED SmartBASIC Vl,O PROGRAMS

fntDEMO: This program shows you hO'J to use the bit -mapped font sets created with rontPOWER
on your own graphics screens CGR, HGR, or HGR2).
sm.shpDEMO:

This progra■ shO'JS you how to use the shape table "sm,shp" with your HGR or

HGR2 screens.

md.shpDEMO:

This program shows you how to use the shape table "md,shp" with your HGR or

HGR2 screens.

lg.shpDEMO:

This program shows you how to use the shape table "lg,shp" with your HGR or

HGR2 screens,

32-40-1.0:

This program creates the ability to switch between a 32 and 40 column TEXT
screen fro• SmartBASIC Vl.O in similar fashion to switching between the GR and HGR graphics

■odes,

32-40-3.3:

This program creates the ability to switch between a 32 and 40 column TEXT
screen fro«1 Intel BEST 3.3 (by DIGITAL EXPRESS) in similar fashion to switching between the GR and
HGR graphics modes.
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USEFUL

DEFINITIONS

BIT IMAGE: Everything that you see on the your TV or monitor screen displayed by ADAN is
generated by dint of bit image graphics, The screen is composed of 256 by 192 dots, or bi ts, When
a dot is on (displayed), its bit value is one. When a dot is off (not displayed), its bit value is
zero, Since ADM1's brain, a z80A microchip, is an 8-bi t processor, every eight bi ts (starting at
the left edge of the screen) are grouped into a sped fie quantity, called a byte. A collection of
these bytes, whether one or 49152, is labeled a bit image.
FONT: ront refers to a particular set of characters designed in a speci fie typeface. With ADAM,
each standard character is defined by 8 bytes or 64 bits. The terms font and character are
generally considered synony11ous,
KEYCLICK: Throughout the rontPOWER program various sound effects and tones are used. Most of
these are heard as the result of pressing certain keys, Keyclick is the technique of using
arbitrary sounds to signify acknowledgement of keypresses,

MENU: As is the case with a restaurant's menu of its specific cuisine, a software menu is a
collection of available options.
rontPOWER's primary menu consists of six options. Each
option, in turn, presents its own menu of sub - options. Pressing the ESCAPE key at virtually
point within rontPOWER will take you back to the primary menu of six options,
PIXEL: Pixel is an acronym for Picture Element. The term refers to a single dot on the monitor
screen, This corresponds to a single bit of a bit - image,

SHAPE TABLE: A high resolution shape table is a collection of machine language notation which is
used to plot dots on the screen CHGR or H6R2, with SmartBASIC). With a shape table each value
indicates a particular 1110vement on the screen; with a bit - image table each value indicates the
status of bits ("on• or "off"), With SmartBASIC, shape tables are a very fast shortcut for
HPLOTting,
SaartKEY: SmartKEY is the term that Coleco assigned tot e six function keys on the top row of t he
keyboard designated by Roman numerals. You direct th FontPOWER program by pressing certain
S11artKEYs,
TOGGLE: Two of the rontPOWER controls are selected by p essing a specified SmartKEY to turn the
particular feature "on• or •off" . This process, analog s to flipping a light switch, is called
toggling the control,
WINDOWS: Each screen within rontPOWER can be consi ered as composed of three sections or
windows. The largest of these sect ions is the graphics w~ndow; it is the upper five-sixths of the
screen. Just below this is the message window; it is a light red text line used to display
instructions pertinent to the SmartKEY controls. At the bottom of the screen is the SmartKEY
window. This window is used to display Roman numerals corresponding to the keyboard's function
keys; beneath each numeral a message is displayed descibing the particular key's control.
WRAPAROUND: A grid of small squares is used by rontPOWER to facilitate font design. The grid
consists of eight rows of eight squares each. A singl e square represents one bit of a font's bit
i111age, You can turn the bi ts on or off by moving the arrow keys on the keyboard. A larger , sol id
box is used as a cursor to indicate your current position within the grid. If you move past the
left edge of the grid, the cursor will go to the right edge of the grid; if you move past the bottom
edge of the grid, the cursor will go to the top edge of the grid, and so on . This technique is
known as wraparound,
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USING

THE

KEYBOARD

You control the rontPOWER progra• by pressing certain keys on the keyboard.
The following
illustration depicts the standard ADAM keyboardi you may want to refer to it in reading the key
descriptions belO'J.

BACKSPACE KEY
ESCAPE KEY

SMART KEYS

-

KEYBOARD

CHARACTER KEYS

SPACE BAR

-

CURSOR CONTROL

KEYS

BACKSPACE KEY:

Yoo may use this key or the left arrow cursor key to erase letters when entering a
file's naae for storing or renaming.

CHARACTER KEYS;

You wi 11 use the character keys to enter file names for storing or renaming.

CONffi(l. KEY; While drawing fonts, the CONTROL KEY 11ay be used to increase or decrease the
current ASCII (character) value. To use the control key, you must first hold down the control key
and then press the other indicated key-- in this case, in conjunction with the up or down arrow
cursor keys.

CURSOR CONTROL KEYS; The cursor (or arrow) keys are used to move the cursor within the font
design grid. They are al so used to select font sets from the file page.

ESCAPE KEY;

Throughout the rontPOWER program you can branch program execution back to the
pri111ary menu of six options by pressing ESCAPE.

SmartKEYS: ThMe six keys are on the top row of the keyboard and are indicated by Roman numerals.
They are used to control the primary functions of the FontPOWER program.

§§§§§§§
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USING FontPOWER
THE

PRIMARY

HEHU

When rontPOWER has finished loading into ADAM's 111e1110ry, the title screen will clear and you'll
see the six options of the primary 11enu displayed in the SmartKEY window. Each option will take
you on a different course of action within the progru, At virtually any point, you can press the
ESCAPE key to coae back to these six options; and, each course of action wi 11 return you to this
lll!l'lu upon coapletion. The picture below depicts these six primary choices.

DID

I I

c:::'2:]

uieu

SCt'l!l!h

calar

directar&J

tahts

DPtiDhS

SCREEN

QZD

EXIT

COLOR

Pressing the Roun nUHral SaartKEV •1• fro• the pri,ury menu, will take you to the six screen
color options. The picture below shows these six choices, To select the color of your choice,
just hp the SurtKEY which corresponds to your choice, When you are done, you can press S11artKEY
VI, •priaary 11enu•, to go back to that menu.

Pressing the ESCAPE key will also take you bac k to

the priaary INl'IU.

CYAh

or:::J
YELLDU

DID
6REEh

RESET

DY:J
BLUE

~

P.ED

CIT]
Pt" i11an1
lll!hU

FONTS

Pressing the Roaan nuineral S111artKEV •n• fro11 the primary 111enu gives you the option to reset the
fonts in the workspace to ADAH's default font set . When you first start using rontPOWER, the
default set is already in the workspace. Use this option with care; you could accidentally undo
hours of your own font designs.

- page
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As a precaution, you are asked if you really want to reset the current fonts. The picture below
depicts the SNrtKEYs that are presented. Press SmartKEY VI, "YES", if you're certain that you
want to reset the fonts. If you would rather not undo any changes that you've already
i1pleaented, just pressS.artKEYV, "NO".

c::YJ

no

11m1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

VIEU

FONTS

Pressing the Roun nu11eral SfflartKEY "III" from the pri•ary menu will all0\11 you to view the entire
font set in the workspace. When you are ready to continue with the prograni, just press SmartKEY
VI, •previous aenu•.
The following picture is a replica of what you'll see on the view fonts screen (with the default
fonts). You'll notice that the current font set is outlined by two sets of numbers. To locate a
particular character by its ASCIL value, simply cross - reference the vertical column on the left
with the row along the top. for instance, if you want to ascertain the font for ASCII 65, find "60"
in the lefthand colu111n and •s• in the top row. tb-1 1 just follow the row and column until they
intersect Cat the letter "A"),
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DRRU

FONTS

Pressing the R011an nuaeral SmartKEY • 1v• fr011 the pr imary 111enu wi 11 permit you to design your own
fonts, either fr011 scratch or as •inor modifications of the font set currently in the workspace.
The following illustration depicts what you' 11 see on the draw fonts screen.

1'
.a,
F
G

asc i i raruard
ascii backuard
rni.:it to !lrid

s t. a. t. us : y p
draw
a.sci i : 3 3

□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□

111ode:

£"on t.: !

---···-············ crr::::J
.................... chah!le
····
·····••·•·•········
········
...................
·······••·
.....
............
...... P!h
•··•·••··
-------···
.......
-••·..........

DID
chah!le
11ode

DSC}

clear

!lrid

c::y:J

fill

!lrid

C!lI:J
PYl!lliDUS
ll!hU

The graphics window contains three items of interest: a description of the four additional user
input controls (at the top>, the current data on four drawing conditions Con the left>, and the
font design grid (on the right) , Below all this information, you'll see the five SmartKEY
controls,

If you want to INCrease the current ASCII value, just press the UP arrow key while holding down the
CONTROL key. If you want to DECrease the current ASCII value, just press the DOWN arrow key
while holding dowrt'the CONTROL key. These changes will be reflected in the •ascii" and "font•
values on the left side of the graphics window.
To transfer the current font (character design) to the font design grid, just press the H
r• key
while holding down the CONTROL key. You'll see the design within the grid (on the r i ght side
of the screen) change. To transfer the current design in the grid to the current ASCII value, just
press the •s• key while holding down the CONTROL key. You' 11 see the "font• value (on the left
side of the screen) change; this is how you enter your new font designs into the current font table
(for later storage on disk or data pack>.
&lartKEYs II and III act as toggle controls turning pen (cursor) features "on" or "off" by simply
tapping the specified key, The onscreen SmartKEY labels describe each function.
SaartKEY II wi 11 change the current pen (cursor) status. If it was "up•, it wi 11 change to "down".
If it was •down•, it wi 11 change to "up". When the pen is up, you can move the cursor around within
the design grid without changing the current design. When the pen is down, moving the cursor
within the design grid WILL CHANGE THE CURRENT DESIGN; this is how you design fonts,
Smart KEY I II wi 11 change the current pen (cursor) mode. If it was in "draw mode", it wi 11 change
to •erase tnOde", If it was in •erase mode", it will change to "draw mode", If the pen is "down" in
the draw mode, 1110vi ng the cursor wi 11 turn on bi ts - designated by making the small boxes solid,
If the pen is "down• in the erase mode, moving the cursor will turn off bits -- designated by
aaking the small boxes hollow, Solid boxes indicate the displayable portion of the particular
font's bit i,aage. Hollow boxes indicate the portion of the particular font's bit image which is
NOT displayable,

SmartKEY IV will clear the font design grid. This is a useful option for designing a font from
scratch. &lartKEV Vwill fill the font design grid, You may want to use this option to sculpt a
font design by erasing (making hollow) unwanted boxes, ie, turning off bi ts.
As with 110St of the s~artKEY functions within FontPOWER, SniartKEY VI will return you to the
primary menu, Pressing ESCAPE wi 11 also accomplish this.

DIRECTORY

OPTIONS

Pressing the Roaan numeral SllartKEY •v• from the primary menu will present you with a variety of
file access choices. Unlike the other options from the primary menu, this one has more than one
nienu of sub - options. The first of these sub - menus presents three options. These are depicted
below,

SalartKEY VI will take you back to the primary menu. SmartKEY Vwill read the medium (data pack or
disk) in the specified drive; be CERTAIN that you have a storage medium in the specified drive
BEFORE pressing S.artKEV V. At first this specified drive will be the one that FontPOWER was
loaded fr011, You can change the current drive with the SmartKEY IV option, "select new drive".
lillen you press SmartKEY IV, ADAM will scan each storage drive to ascertain whether or not it

contains a mediua. Thus, you should insert any alternate media in the drives BEFORE pressing
SniartKEY IV, •select new drive". If you have a storage medium in all four drives, you' 11 see the
inforiaation in the first illustration below in the SmartKEY window. Only drives which contained
aedia when you chose •select new drive• will be displayed. For instance, if only the first tape
and disk drives contained a storage medium, you'd see the information depicted in the second
picture below.
i

i

tape
Dh!

i I

tape

Oh!

o:r::J
taPI!

ho

...................
············--···-·

.---------------····
. . . . ..... . .........

DID
disk
Ohl!

DID
disk

Uhl!

D3Z:J
disk
tun

C2::J
scah

dr iues

.....................
.................... r:::2:J
.................... scah
··········--------....................... . driues

QZD
Preuious
lll!hU

I './I I
Preuious
lll!hU
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To select a new drive, just tap the SmartKEY which corresponds to the drive that you want to
access. When you do, Font POWER wi 11 take you back to the first menu of three di rectory opt ions.
Also, you can press SmartKEY V to have ADAM scan the drives again. If none of the drives contained
a aediwa when you chose "select new drive", an error message, "All drives empty!!!", will be
displayed in the text window. Below this, only SmartKEYs V and VI will be shown; just insert a
storage llediut11 and select "scan drives",

CONTINUED

DIRECTORY

OPTIONS

When you press Sai.irtKEY V, •re.id Cdevi ce> •, from the first set of three di rectory opt i ans, you' 11
see a blank file folder displayed in the graphics window as ADAM reads the sped fied device. When
this task is finished, the file names contained in the medium's di rectory wi 11 be written onto the
file folder. The picture below shows what you'll see revealed within the file folder for the
r ontPOWER 11edi um.

DIP.ECTDP.Y

or

FILES

curreht deuice=
ualu11e t i tle:
➔lEH

disk

Dbl!

FobtPDUEP.

scr i Pt .tht
l!K it al i C.rht
lEN bold .f'bt

lEH th i h .tht
lEN II i cro .rht
lEN CDl'IJ.f'ht

lEH

l!H l!l.shP

lEA 32- '10-1.0
11d.shP
lEA 11d.shPDEnD

used=

tree:

11 KB
68 KB

lEA 32-'t0-3.3
lEA 19.ShPDEnD

In the top part of the folder, the current device is shown (disk one in the picture above). And,
the volume's title is also shown , To the right of this data, you'll see how many blocks of the
storage medium are USED (for file storage) and how many blocks are FREE (available for file
storage). Below this, on the file folder, all the file names are shown (in three columns). Just to
the left of each file name, you'll see the file's type displayed (as with SmartBASIC>. This will
10St likely be an •A• or an "H". Just to the left of the file type, an asterisk may be displayed if
the file is LOCKed.
You'll see a red arrow pointing to the right, You can position this arrow using any of the four
cursor arrow keys to select a file by pointing to it . A full wraparound feature is employed for
1110ving this pointer arrow- this permits fast pointer movement, Also, pressing the HOME key
will return the pointer to the upper left starting position. If the medium doesn't contain any
standard files, a message stating so will be displayed vice any file names,
All files created with FontPOWER will have a name that ends with•, fnt". This allows the program
to easily discern its files from others, If the arrow is pointing to a file name which doesn't end
with", fnt" when you select a file access SmartKEY, an error buzzer wi 11 sound,

Depending on certain conditions you'll see one of three possible sets of SmartKEY options beneath
the file folder, If the edium that ADAM just read had a two or three block directory with file
naaes in the extra directory blocks, you'll be presented with the set of options depicted in the
first picture below, If you accessed a standard one block directory, you'll see the set of
options depicted in the second picture below. If the medium was blank (did not contain any
standard files), you' 11 be given the set of two options depicted in the third picture below.
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The •next page• option wi 11 read the next di rectory block ( for two or three block di rectories),
This option works in a round - robin fashion , ie, it cycles through the di rectory blocks.
The •get fonts• option will retrieve the font set to which the arrow is pointing , When the file is
in the design workspace, rontPOWER will branch back to the "view fonts" screen (to show you the
set). You will 1110st likely want to •get• a font set that you want to modify or to continue
developing,
The •renae fonts• option allows you to change the name of a set of fonts stored on the current
■ediua, You do NOT need to enj er the file type when renaming a file Call font sets created and
stored with rontPOWER will have an •H• file type), As is the case with all of the file access
options, be certain that the atlrow is pointing to the font set that you want to access BEF'ORE you
select a SnlartKEY function,
With this option, SmartKEY IIR the file name will be highlighted on the file folder when you
press the ROMan numeral funct i
key. Just type in the new fi 1e name and press the RETURN key
to have ADAM change the name, You can press BACKSPACE to erase typed letters in the file
n-. If you prl!!ls ESCAPE w i le entering the new name, the program go back to the PREVIOUS menu
rather than the primary menu, "1ich is the normal response to an ESCAPE keypress,
Pressing SmartKEY IV, •change status• presents another set of file access choices. These a r e
revealed in the illustration below.

....................
··••·••·····--······· •····•·····•·····
....................
........ . ........... DID
...............
delete

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::

f°DhtS
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lock
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When you press a SmartKEV from this menu, the sped fied action will be performed on the file name
which is highlighted on the file folder, DELETEing a file erases it from the di rectory; use this
option with EXTREME CAUTION! LOCKing a file protects it from deletion. When a file is first
stored, its status is "UNLOCKed". The 8 bit image font files that come with Font POWER are LOCKed
(protected from DELETE) and incapable of being UNLOCKed -- this a precautionary measure.
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The •aore options• selection gives you three additional directory controls. The illustration
below shows these.

imm~
mim

direct Dt"IJ

~

stare
f'ile

QZD

preuious
llehU

Use the •init directory• option with EXTREME CAUTION; this will clear all the files stored on a
The fontPOWER llt!diu. is protected from INITializing, When you select this option,
you'll be proapted to enter the new volume name and the block size for the directory, ie, one.
Cst.ndard), two or three blocks.

aediua.

The •rena11e voluae• option per111i ts you to change a volume's name without cl earing the files from
the directory, You'll be prompted to enter the new name. When you press the RETURN key,
font POWER wi 11 renau the current volume,
The •1tor1 fi tt• option will save the font set in the workspace to the current medium. You' 11 be
proapted to type the file na111e. If the na■e you enter already exists, you' 11 be asked to enter
.nother naH. If you want to transfer bit image font sets from one medium to another, you can
•GET• a file fr011 the source 1ediu1 and then •sTORP it on the other medium. When you design a font
set, you MUST store it if you want to use it later. Otherwise, when you "exit• the FontPOWER
progr aa, your wor le wi 11 be 1ost.

EXIT
When you an finished using the rontPOWER progra•, you can press the Roman nu11eral SmartKEY •v1•
froa the aain aenu, •EXIT•. When you do, you' 11 be asked •really exit to SmartWri ter?" and given
the following two options. Select •No• is you want to continue using F"ontPOWER. Choose •YES" if
you' re certain that you' re done. ALWAYS store your work BEFORE exiting the program.

..............................................................
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USING THE FONT SETS
LOADING

A

FOHT

SET

ADAN's default font designs are stored on a ROM chip. This makes it impossible permanently change
any of the designs - ROM chips can not be written to. Thus, you' 11 need to load a font set into
•e110ry each tiae the systetn is turned on. You can use the font sets created with fontPOWER in your
0\«1 aachine language programs or with SmartBASIC. The "designer• fonts will, indeed, add an
attractive new di•ension to your programs.

USING A SET WITH StnartBASIC Vl,O
1.
2.

l.o&d SeartBASIC
Enter •BRUN xxxxxx.fnt•

3,

(replace the x's with the file name)
In an instant, the characters on the screen will change to the new set

The fonts and the routine which transfers the bit iaage table to the video chip (VRAH) are stored
in addresses 56320 through 57343. This is an unused buffer (storage area) in ADAM's operating
systea. Whenever you execute a TEXT, HGR, HGR2, or GR command, SmartBASIC resets the fonts on the
video chip to the default <ROH chip) fonts. Thus, you' 11 need to CALL address 56320 to implement
the new designs after one of these commands, For example,
100

mrr

CALL 56320

Soae programs that convert a norHl BASIC program to binary format for super - fast storage and

retrievd have a 1ainor shortcoming that can cause a problem with CALLing address 56320. When you
B~ a prograa BSAVEd with these converters, a few of the addresses above S6320 wi 11 be changed.

Under aost conditions this limitation won't present a problem. But if you BRUN one of these bi nary
BASIC files are BRUNning a F'ontPOWER font set, you' 11 encounter a difficulty. NOTE: Intel - LOAD
V1.0 Cby DIGITAL EXPRESS) and BASICaide 2.0 (by Mr. T. SOF'TWARE) do not cause this problem in
storing binary BASIC programs; other converters may, though, However, this is the same area of
111e110ry that most binary converters are stored. Thus, if you 1oad a binary converter after loading
a font set, the font designs will be erased.
You can PEEi< address 56320 to verify that none of the font designs or the machine language routine
that transfers the designs to the video chip have been changed, If the value at the add_ress is
•245•, it is okay to CALL address S6320.
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If you CALL address 56320 and the value at the address is not •245•, ADAH wi 11 most likely 1oc k up

-you' 11 have to reload BASIC. If you're BRUNning binary BASIC programs that weren't BSAVEd with
either of the two programs nallled on the preceding page, you may want to consider this example.

100 PRINT CHR$C4>; •BRUN script,fnt•
110 LMH: 28000: rOR x = 0 TO 30: POKE 27600 + x, PEEKCS6320+x): NEXT
200 REH put the body of your program here

300 REH for example,
400 TEXT: 60SUB 64000

63999 END
64000 REl'1 subroutine to use after TEXT, HGR, or GR
64010 fOR j = 0 TO 30:POKE 56320 + j, PEEKC27600+j):NEXT
64020 NEXT j: · . •· cA'-L s,J.20: 1~£Ti.JR,J

This demonstration program simply illustrates how to circumvent the limitation of BRUNning some
binary converted files. Again, with files stored in binary format using Intel-LOAD V1.0 or
BASICaide 2,0 this is unnecessary,
The ,aachine language routine that transfers the font designs to the video chip is preset to change

only the NORl1AI. fonts. You can POKE a "5" into address 56329 to change the INVERSE fonts when you
CALL address 56320 ( • 1• is the preset value - NORMAL fonts).

USING A SET WITH SmartBASIC 2.0

1.

2,

Load S.artBASIC 2,0
Enter •BLOAD xxxxxx,fnt•
(replace the x's with the file na1e)

Notice that with SmartBASIC 2. 0, you MUST use BLOAD instead of BRUN. This is because the machine
language routine that transfers the bit image designs to the video chip was written for
SNrtBASIC Vl.O, After you've BLDADed the fonts, you'll need to transfer the designs to the
video chip with a new zB0 machine code routine. Here's an example:

100 LOl'1El'1: 28000
110
120
130
140
150

PRINT CHRSC4);"BLDAD script.fnt•
DATA 17, 0, 1, 33, 0, 221, 1, O, 3, 205, 26, 253, 201
fOR x = 27600 TO 27612: READ •c: POKE x, me: NEXT
TEXT: POKE 27602, 1: CALL 27600
PRINT• Script fonts!!!•: END

To change the INVERSE fonts with this routine, POKE a "S" into address 27602 before you CALL
address 27600. To change the HGR, or GR fonts with this routine, POKE a "53" into address 27602
before you CALL address 27600.
You could also use this machine code routine with SmartBASIC V1.0 to transfer the designs to the
video chip. Remember, though, that each of the video mode commands <TEXT, GR, or HGR> resets the
fonts to their default designs. Thus, you'll need to CALL this routine after using either of the
c011111ands.

USIMl A SET IN A MACHINE CODE PROGRAl't
You c1n use the bit i.age font sets created with F'ontPOWER in your own self - booting zBO progra11s.
Of course, if your programming skills are this advanced, you probably don't need any
instructions. But, the fol lo..ing tips ,aay be of some help.
F'irst, Bl.DAD a font file fro• BASIC. Then create an entry in the directory of your destination
aediua which allocates a 1K storage space. Now, write pages 221 through 224 to that storage
block. Then, just have your zBO program open the file and read it into a pre - designated buffer.
Then, after you've initialized the video registers, just write the bit image designs (3 pages) to
your VRAl't pattern generator table for text fonts.

§§§§§§§
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THE HI-RES SHAPE TABLES
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The F'ontPOWER Hdiua contains three shape tables which can be used to draw characters on an HGR or
HGR2 screen. · These are na111ed1 •s111.shp•, •mc:J.shp•, and •1g.shp". RUN the DEMO programs for more
details on using these shape tables.
The characters drawn by the •s■.shp• table are four pixels wide, Shape numbers
are used to draw fonts •32• through • 127", This file is 927 bytes in 1ength .

•o• through "95"

The characters drawnbythe"md.shp"table areeightpixelswide (as ADAP1'sdefault fonts are) .
Shape nuMbers •o• through "118" are used to draw fonts "33" through "150" -- this includes some
special syAlbols. This file is 1470 bytes in length.
The characters drawn by the "lg.shp" table are sixteen pixels wide. Shape numbers
•94• are used to draw fonts •33• through •_126". This file is 1789 bytes in length.

•o•

through
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